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Defense pick up the player with the ball 

Team defense begins with individual defense and continues with how that individual gets support from 

the five other defenders and the goalie who is in charge of the complete unit.  The most important 

aspect of team defense is communication and the verbal acknowledgement of what each player’s 

responsibilities are as they play. Communication allows each defender to anticipate the next play while 

directing support for each other.  All defenders are responsible for the interdependent communication 

process.  However, the goalie has the best visual perspective of the field.  Therefore, he has a major 

responsibility to keep the communication flow going among the entire defense.

It is imperative that teammates communicate everywhere on the field.  Each player must know where 

the ball and their assigned offensive player are on the field at all times so that they may properly posi-

tion themselves. A triangle is established with the defender positioning himself so his back is towards 

the goal and his stance has one foot pointing towards the defender’s assigned player and the other 

foot points towards the ball. This triangle allows the defender to see his man, see the ball, and know 

his relationship to the goal.   

Players should communicate to each other by calling out where the ball is on the field.  It is as simple 

as yelling out “I’ve got ball!”  Along with calling out “I’ve got ball!” these other terms will help players 

communicate with each other.  If a player calls out “I’ve got two!”, it means he is trying to defend two 

opposing players at one time, and needs another defender (who is not guarding anyone) to defend 

one of the opponents.  Calling for “help!” means a player has gotten beaten by the attacking player 

with the ball and needs help from his teammates to defend the attacking player to prevent him from 

scoring. 

Recovering is the term used to describe what the defensive player does when he gets beat by a dodg-

er.  The beaten defender will recover to another area of the field to pick up an open offensive player 

after the other defenders have slid to stop the offensive player with the ball. The general rule is to 

recover to the crease area and then look away from the ball to find a new uncovered offensive player.

• Once you get beaten by your player, chase them back into the hole.  Communication is key at this 

point.  You drop into the hole look for the open man who then becomes your new attacker. 

• A good mantra is “One foot in the hole, find your man and the player with the ball” 

COACHING TIP: (can be done without a 

stick when teaching the skill) Instead of a 

stick the players will be using their arms 

and hands.  With one arm point to your 

player and with your other arm point to the 

player with the ball.  Your arms should be 

making a “V”.
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• Whether there is a defensive disadvantage or not, all defenders must be able to recognize situations 

where they need to move or “slide” towards a player who is more dangerous.  

Communication when Sliding:

Communication and sliding come hand in hand.  In order for a team to function as a unit, they must know 

where each other are. The defender that is either adjacent to the ball, on the crease or closest to the ball 

can call “I’m one” meaning that player will be the first slide. The second slide who will leave his man to cover 

the first slider’s man will call “I’m two”.  “I’m three” is the player who fills in for the two sliders and is called the 

fill man.  Other forms of communication for support to the player who is defending the ball may be “I’ve got 

your help” and if help is needed that player may yell “slide” which starts the chain reaction of slides to cover 

each other’s player. The goal would be to leave the player who is the greatest distance from the ball open. 

The beaten defender’s responsibility is to leave his man when the slide comes and locate the open offensive 

player. At that point all defenders have balanced up with a new player to cover.

Principles for Sliding Down Low

• When a player leaves the player that he is covering, he should step towards the crease area (middle 

of the defensive box area) so that he is moving from the inside out. This forces the offensive player 

who has beaten a defender to the outside, cutting down the shooting angle and allowing the defender 

who has been beaten to drop off and find a new offensive player to cover. The slide when a player 

moves from his assigned offensive player to the most potential dangerous player starts a chain re-

action from all six defenders, while the goalie directs the slides of all the defensive players. Off-ball 

defenders are always looking to help the defender with the ball by anticipating the appropriate slide. 

In Level 1 we covered adjacent/perimeter slides. In this level we will focus on crease slides and refer 

back to the adjacent/perimeter slides as they relate to various offensive formations.

There are 2 basic philosophies regarding playing the ball which then ef-

fect the team defensive slides:

Philosophy 1: Basic positional man to man defense not allowing the 

offensive player with the ball to beat the defender.

• In this defensive set-up, the player is concerned with playing the ball 

square with his body always facing the offensive player chest to chest 

and moving lateral by shuffling with the goal of always playing strong to 

the stick side.  

• If a  defender’s offensive player gains a step then the defender must turn 

and run hip to hip and using an angle to get to the spot where the offensive 

player is heading. This will get the defender to the stick side quicker. 

• An off-ball defender only slides when he determines that the man 

playing the ball is beaten. This requires a decision to be made on when 

the defender is beat - i.e. player’s judgment.  

• Slides only occur when a player is beat. 

Philosophy 2: Overplaying an area in order to channel the ball towards 

a sliding defender:  

• This allows the defense to slide early and to an area when the ball 

The most important 

aspects of team defense 

are the following:

• Determining how to sup-

port a defensive player if 

his offensive player begins 

beating him to goal. 

• Increasing the pressure 

on the offense to increase 

turnovers. 

• Emphasizing the proper 

individual off-ball defen-

sive angles to shorten the 

distance for the slides. 

• Communicating among 

all players so each knows 

when and where to rotate. 

• Knowing which offen-

sive players are being 

left open and which ones 

are being covered as the 

defense slides. 
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gets to that area. No decision is made by the slider regarding if the dodger has beaten his defender. 

The slide automatically occurs as the dodger nears an area.  It is a predetermined slide. After a player 

slides to give support, the original defender may stay to help double team the ball carrier, or may re-

lease and go to the crease area or backside perimeter area to find another open player to cover it. In 

the next section we will show you examples of specific slide patterns.

Ball behind

When sliding from the crease against the 2-2-2 formations the two players covering the crease players will 

communicate who will go by yelling “I’m one” and “I’m two”. As the dodger from behind approaches the 

goal line extended, the “two” on the crease will step over to the player who the slide man was covering, thus 

releasing the slide man to slide to the dodger. A third defender will step to the crease from the back side to 

cover the player “two” was covering. This way the furthest player from the ball is the one left open.  

Ball Up Top

The same slide pattern occurs with the dodger up top. The “one” man on the crease slides to the 

dodger with the ball as the dodger gets near 12 yards from the goal. The “two” steps over to release 

him to slide and to cover his man. The “three” fills onto the crease from the top corner across from 

where the ball is being dodged in order to cover the second offensive player on the crease. This 

leaves open an offensive player up high from the dodger rather than low near the goal.

To defend a 2-2-2 formation, the defense should mark up player to player and be prepared to slide. 

Note: the two defensive players covering the crease players will not be involved in the adjacent slide 

package. They will always cover the two players on the crease using the rules for covering picks 

above the goal line extended i.e. switch on every pick.

The four defenders covering the two top players, and the two players behind the goal should slide 

when the defender is beaten the same way as in a 4 v 3 transition break. 

• The sliding defender should always step towards the crease and slide from the inside out (crease 

out). The other defenders need to split the distance (i.e. they need to play equidistant from the offen-

sive players) between the man they are responsible for covering and the next area or player he would 

slide to. This allows the defender to slide a shorter distance or to recover easily to one-on-one cover-

age of his man when the defense is balanced. 

• If an offensive player beats his defender from behind the goal towards the inside, the opposite de-

fender from a high angle and from the opposite wing should slide across the goal, sliding down to-

wards the ball carrier. This prevents the ball carrier from splitting the beaten defender and sliding man 

and leaves the least dangerous attacking player open.  

• The defenders on the crease should maintain coverage of the two attackmen on the crease when 

the slides occur.

If the ball is behind

• The crease slide package versus the 1-3-2 with the ball behind is similar to the 2-2-2 formations. The player 

covering the crease player will communicate he is sliding by yelling “I’m one”. The far defender up top will be 
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communicating “I’m two” with the responsibility of stepping to the crease to cover the crease player and to 

release the “one” defender to slide. The defender who got beat will recover back to the crease releasing that 

player to cover the offensive player up top. This way the furthest player from the ball is the one left open. 

If the ball is up top

• The slide pattern with the dodger up top is executed by having the crease defender or “one” man slide to the 

dodger with the ball  The “two” fills onto the crease from the top corner across from where the ball is being 

dodged from to cover the offensive player on the crease. This leaves open an offensive player up high from 

the dodger. The recover man will go to the crease if the ball is thrown back up top while releasing the defend-

er that stepped down to the crease. If the ball is thrown to the attack behind then the top corner defender who 

stepped to the crease will now play that offensive crease player and the recover man will go to the crease, 

look away, and then be responsible for the top corner player. 

• The adjacent slide package used against a 1-3-2 offensive formation is similar to the one used 

against the 2-2-2 offensive formation, except there should be 5 defenders on the perimeter (as op-

posed to 4 in a 2-2-2 offense). 

• The sixth defender should be locked on the crease attackman. 

• This defender should be involved in the slide scheme only when his man leaves the crease area to 

move to the outside perimeter or is clearing through. 

• Against this offense, the sliding defender may need to leave his opponent earlier to stop the ball car-

rier from driving towards goal. 

3 v 3

Have 1 player behind the goal with the ball with a “dum-

my” defender playing. Two attackers and two defenders 

are on the crease. The “dummy” defender allows himself 

to get beat by the ball handler, forcing the slide from the 

crease. The idea is to work on timing between the de-

fenders. You may want to use cones to set an 8 x 8 foot 

space for the offensive players to work within to keep 

the scenario realistic. This is also a good drill for the offensive players to time their cuts and pop-outs as the 

defense reacts.

4 v 4

Similar to the 3 v 3 drill except you can put 2 players behind the goal to mimic the 2-2-2 formation. Or, you 

can put 3 players in front of the goal to mimic the 1-3-2 formation.

6 v 6 

Use half-field situations in practice to allow a defender to get beat and force the other defenders to 

slide. For instance, as a defender is playing the ball carrier, call out the defender’s number. That is his 

signal to run immediately to the sideline and back. This forces the rest of the defense to slide and it 

forces the defender who got beat to recover.

Coaching tip: Before each drill tell only the 

defender playing the ball when you want him 

to allow the ball carrier to beat him so the 

other defenders are forced to react in real 

time. 
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To improve basic defensive positioning and communi-

cations skills.

• Half-field

• Goal

Only 10-15 defensive players should participate in this 

drill at one time.

Set six “dummy” players in the positions of a particu-

lar offensive formation (2-2-2, 1-3-2, etc.).  Start six 

defenders in position to defend this formation, and 

blindfold them (or have them close their eyes).  Ask 

the offense to pass the ball around the perimeter (they 

should hold it for several seconds allowing the defense 

to adjust before they pass it again).  As the ball moves 

around, the goalie (who has his eyes open and on the 

ball) announces its position to the defenders (i.e., top-

right, top-center, top-left, etc.).  Each time he announc-

es a new position, the defenders must 1) adjust their 

position accordingly, and 2) call out their new position 

relative to the ball (i.e., ball, left, right, hot, etc.).  After 

the ball as cycled through all of offensive spots, players 

rotate.
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• Defensive positioning and communication

To increase the difficulty of the drill, shorten the amount of 
time that each offensive player holds the ball or allow for skip 
passes (i.e., passes not to the adjacent offensive players).

Full

Reverse Numbers Drill
4-on-3 Fastbreaks With Trailer
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To practice offensive and defensive movements in a 4-

on-3 fastbreak, and to train trailing defenders to recover 

to the crease first.

• Half-field

• Balls

No more than 14-16 players, plus a goalie, should par-

ticipate in this drill at one time.

Start three attackmen in white, and three defensemen 

and a goalie in blue at one end of the field.  Start a 

line of white midfielders and a line of blue midfielders 

at opposite corners at the midfield line.  On a coach’s 

whistle, the first white midfielder scoops up a ball and 

goes to the goal where they play out a 4-on-3 situa-

tion.  At the same time, the blue midfielder sprints to 

the face-off X, and then straight to the “hole” (the area 

right above the crease).  When he arrives, he should 

find the open offensive player and cover him so that 

the teams can play out an even 4-on-4 situation.  Once 

the ball is shot or turned over, the players reset and the 

drill starts again.
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• Offensive and defensive rotations in a 4-on-3 fastbreak
• Recovering into the hole and “numbering up”
• Defensive communication

This drill can be adapted to use the full field by starting one 
group of attack and defense at each end – after a shot is taken 
at one end, the goalie outlets it to the midfielder who just 
played defense; once he crosses the midfield line, a new mid-
fielder from the other team heads for the face-off X, and then 
into the hole.

Full

Lead the Blind
Reverse Numbers Drill
Out of Dodge
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To improve the timing of defensive slides and double-

teaming the ball once a slide is made.

• Half-field

• Balls

• Goal

Only 15-20 should participate in this drill at a time.

Start one line of offensive players and one line of de-

fensive players at the midfield line, and one defender 

on the crease.  As a coach rolls a ball out, he calls 

out a number between one and six – this number in-

dicates the number of offensive players who will join 

the play (the defense will have this same number plus 

the one defender who starts on the crease).  The of-

fense should then pick up the ball and attack the goal.  

The defense sets up in good position, and plays out the 

situation.  When a ballcarrier attacks the goal, the de-

fender on the crease slides to meet him.  As he slides, 

the other defenders push out on their players to make 

outlet passes more difficult.  Once the ball is shot or 

turned over, the players jog to the back of the line and 

a new group goes in.
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• Defensive positioning and communication
• Defensive sliding and extending on adjacent passes
• Double-teaming the ballcarrier

To challenge the defense, make all defenders use short 
sticks.

Full

Lead the Blind
“Thud” Slide Drill
King of the Crease
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To improve the timing and positioning of crease slides 

against a 2-2-2 offense.

• Half-field

• Balls

• Goal

Approximately 12-15 players can participate in this drill 

simultaneously.  

Start offensive players in the four perimeter dodging 

spots of a 2-2-2 offense (top-left, top-right, back-left, 

back-right) with a defender on each of them and a fifth 

defender on the crease.  A coach passes the ball to 

an offensive player, who immediately tries to dodge his 

defender and go to the goal.  As the ballcarrier reaches 

a shooting area, the crease defender should slide to 

meet him and stop his progress with a “thud” (solid con-

tact, but not knocking him down) hit.  The players reset, 

and the drill begins again when the coach moves the 

ball to a different offensive player.
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• Defensive sliding and timing
• Communication

To make the drill more realistic, start fifth offensive player on 
the crease.  When the crease defender slides to meet the ball-
carrier, he curls to the ball to create a passing lane.  As he 
does this, the far/opposite (i.e., top-left when the ball is back-
right) must drop down to the crease to make a second slide.

Full

Lead the Blind
King of the Crease
Reverse Numbers Drill
Out of Dodge
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To improve the timing and movement of defensive ad-

jacent slides.

• Balls

• Crease

Only 12-15 players should participate in this drill at a time.

Remove the goal from a crease and set three offensive 

players around it with three defenders covering them.  A 

coach rolls or throws a ball to one of the offensive play-

ers, and they begin to play a live three-on-three.  The 

goal for the offense is to carry the ball into the crease 

(much like a rushing touchdown in football), and the goal 

for the defense is to stop them.  Offensive players should 

use clear-throughs, picks, etc. to get open and create 

space.  Defensive players must adjust to this and slide, 

switch, etc. to prevent them from “scoring.”
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• On and off-ball defensive positioning
• Communication
• Adjacent sliding

To increase the challenge for the defense, make all defenders 
use short sticks (or “stubbies,” handles with no heads), or 
no sticks at all (hands behind their backs).  To make it more 
game-like, give the offense a time limit or a confined space 
in which to dodge.  To make it more competitive, keep score 
(two points per touchdown, one point per defensive stop).

None

Lead the Blind
Reverse Numbers Drill
“Thud” Slide Drill
Out of Dodge
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To improve defensive communication and sliding.

• Balls

• Half-fieldt

Only 20-24 players, plus a goalie, should participate in this 

drill at a time. 

Start six offensive players in a 1-3-2 formation, and start 

six defenders on them with a goalie in the cage.  On 

a coach’s whistle, the offensive begins to pass the ball 

around the perimeter and go into their particular move-

ments.  A coach then calls out the jersey number of the 

defender who is covering the ball.  This defender must 

sprint to the sideline and back before rejoining the play.  

When he vacates his spot, the ballcarrier should go to 

the goal, making the defense slide to halt his progress 

and limit good scoring opportunities.  After a goal or 

turnover, the drill repeats itself and the coach calls out 

the number of another player.  After several repetitions, 

players rotate positions.
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• Defensive communication
• Sliding

This drill can be used to simulate any slide package (crease, 
adjacent, etc.) against any offensive set (1-3-2, 1-4-1, 2-2-2, 
etc.).  To make it more competitive, keep score--- each offen-
sive goal is worth one point, and each defensive stop (either a 
saved shot or a non-shot) is also worth one point.

Full

“Thud” Slide Drill
King of the Creas
4-on-3 Fastbreaks with Trailer


